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In this paper the rigorous justification of the formal asymptotic expansions con- 
structed by the method of matched inner and outer expansions is established for the 
three-dimensional steady flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid past an arbitrary 
obstacle. The justification is based on the series representation of the solution to the 
Navier-Stokes equations due to Finn, and it involves the reductions of various 
exterior boundary value problems for the Stokes and Oseen equations to boundary 
integral equations of the first kind from which existence as well as asymptotic error 
estimates for the solutions are deduced. In particular, it is shown that the force 
exerted on the obstacle by the fluid admits the asymptotic representation 
F = Aa + A, Re + O(Re2 In Re ’ ) as the Reynolds number Re -+ 0 +, where the vec- 
tors A, and A, can be obtained from the method of matched inner and outer 
expansions. 6 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The validity of the formal asymptotic expansions constructed by the 
method of matched asymptotic expansions was established for the two- 
dimensional viscous fluid flow past an obstable in [15, 17) and for related 
model problems in [13,14]. The purpose of this paper is to show that by 
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following an approach similar to that used in [ 15, 173, the same con- 
clusion remains true for the three-dimensional case. That is, we shall prove 
rigorously that the expansions based on the matching procedure for- 
mulated in [3, 11,20, 251 are indeed in some sense the correct asymptotic 
expansions for the exact solution of the exterior stationary Navier-Stokes 
equations in three dimensions for small Reynolds numbers. 
For definiteness let us begin with the mathematical formulation. As is 
well known (see, e.g., [3, 5]), the steady, incompressible, slow viscous flow 
past an obstacle G with a sufficiently smooth, simple closed boundary sur- 
face r= aG and with G” = R3\G is modelled by the exterior boundary 
value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations in the dimensionless form 
Aq-Vp=Re(q.V)q,V.q=O in G”; 
q=o 
(1.1) 
onr;q-+i,p-+O as[xj+co, 
where q is the dimensionless velocity vector; i is the uniform flow in the x,- 
direction; p is the pressure; and Re is the Reynolds number, which we 
assume to be sufficiently small. 
Of particular interest will be the drag, the component of the force exerted 
on the obstacle by the fluid in the direction of the uniform velocity i at 
infinity. If we denote by F the total force exerted on the obstacle, then we 
have 
F= - 
s 
T[q] .n ds, (1.2) 
I 
where n is the unit exterior normal to r with respect to G” and T[q] is the 
stress tensor defined by 
T[q] = -pl+ vq + (Vq)? (1.3) 
Here 1 denotes the identity tensor, and (Vq)T the transpose of Vq. 
Since we are interested in the problem (1.1) for small Reynolds numbers 
Re, it is natural to start with some kind of linearization. One may then seek 
a solution of (1.1) in the form: 
qk Re) = qo(x) + q,(x) Re + 4Re) as Re-+O+. (1.4) 
Here and in the sequel it is understood that a similar expansion for the 
pressure term should also be assumed. Formally substituting (1.4) into 
(1.1) and equating like powers of Re, we arrive at the boundary value 
problems 
Aq,-Vp,=O, V,q,=O in G’; 
40 = 0 onr;q,+i,p,+O as 1x1 -+ co, 
(1.5) 
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and 
Aql-vP,=(4o.v)q,,v.q,=0 in G”; 
41 =o on~,q,-+O,p,-+O asIxJ-+oo. (1.6) 
The boundary value problem (1.5) is usually referred to as the Stokes 
problem, and-in contrast to the two-dimensional case-the Stokes 
problem does possess a unique solution. However, the problem (1.1) is still 
singular in the sense that there exists no solution to the problem (1.6) (the 
Whitehead paradox [6]). Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain a solution if 
the condition at infinity for the velocity q, in (1.6) is relaxed. The question 
of how to modify this condition at infinity, so that the corresponding 
solution is meaningful, has been resolved formally by the matching 
procedure for the sphere [20,2.5] and for the arbitrary obstacle [3, 111. 
We observe that the Stokes equations in (1.5) may be considered as a 
linearization of the Navir-Stokes equations about the boundary data q = 0. 
On the other hand, there is a different kind of linearization in order to take 
account of the behaviour of the flow at infinity. If we let q = i + (2, then 
from (1.1) we arrive at the equations 
(A -Re-&-) Q-Vp=Re(Q.V) Q,V.Q=O in G”; (1,) 
Q= -i onr,Q-+O,p-+O asIxl-+oo. 
By neglecting the nonlinear inertia term on the right-hand side, this leads 
to the Oseen problem. It can be shown that there exists a unique solution to 
the Oseen problem. In fact, on the basis of this existence result, Finn [S] 
was able to establish an existence proof for the solution of the 
Navier-Stokes problem ( 1.1) by considering the solution of ( 1.1) as a 
regular perturbation of the solution of the Oseen problem. More precisely, 
it is shown in [S] that there exists a unique “physically reasonable” 
solution of (1.1) for sufficiently small Re and that this solution admits a 
regular expansion, 
q(x; Re) = i + i Qk(x; Re) + O(Re”) as Re-+O+, (1.8) 
k=l 
uniformly in G”, where the Q,‘s are solutions of the corresponding Oseen 
problems. In particular, Qi and Q2 are solutions of the boundary value 
problems, respectively, for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous Oseen 
equations 
(A -Rf$> Qi-VP,=O,V.Q,=O in G”; 
Q,= -i onp,Q,-+O,P,-+O asJxJ-*co, 
(1.9) 
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and 
(n-~~~)a;-ap,=~~(~,.V)~,.v.Q*=o in@; (,,,o) 
Q2=0 onP,Q,+O, P,-+O aslx(-+cO. 
As will be seen, this regular expansion (1.8) provides us a kinf of 
asymptotic development for the solution of (l.l), which will be used to 
establish the validity of the formal asymptotic expansions constructed by 
the matching procedure. 
We now summarize our main results in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let q and q0 be respectively the velocity field of the 
Navier-Stokes problem (1.1) and the Stokes problem (1.5). Then we have 
q(x; Re) = go(x) + O(Re) as Re-+O+ (1.11) 
umformly in G”. Moreover, there exists q, = q,(x) defined in ?? such that for 
any given compact subset 0 of ?? 
q(x; Re)=q,(x)+q,(x) Re+O(Re’ln Reel) asRe-+O+ (1.12) 
holds unifarmly on 0, and ( 1.12) is identical to the expansion constructed by 
the matching procedure. 
THEOREM 2. The force exerted on the obstacle by the fluid admits an 
asymptotic representation of the form 
F=A,+A,Re+O(Re21nRe-‘) asRe+O+, (1.13) 
where Ai, i = 0, 1, are constant vectors which can be calculated by the formal 
matching procedure. 
The proofs of these theorems will be given in Section 5. They depend 
heavily on the priori estimates for the solutions of the Stokes and Oseen 
problems. Following [ 11, 15, 161, we express the solutions of these linear 
problems in the form of single layer potentials and obtain boundary 
integral equations of the first kind. Here the corresponding integral 
operators are pseudo-differential operators of order - 1 [ 11, 18, 321. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we discuss the existence and uniqueness of the solutions to 
these integral equations of the first kind. In the next section, we begin with 
some estimates concerning the fundamental solutions of (1.5) and (1.9) 
which are needed for the estimates of the solutions of the linear problems in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
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We remark that the expansion (1.12) is usually referred to as the Stokes 
expansion, since the qk’s are really solutions of the appropriate Stokes 
problems (1.5) and (1.6). A similar expansion is also given in [31] by using 
a double layer potential approach. As for (1.1 1 ), it has been obtained by 
Finn in a weaker form [7-91 and by Babenko (see [31]). We comment 
that in a less constructive way, a formula for the force similar to (1.13) is 
given in [2], where again a double layer potential approach is used. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
For the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, the knowledge of the fundamental 
solutions of the linear equations (1.5) and (1.9) as well as corresponding 
estimates of their derivatives are decisive. 
The fundamental velocity tensor E,, and pressure vector eRe of the 
Oseen equations (1.9) are determined by 
(dRc+-)E,.-Ve,.= -61,V.ERe=0; (21) 
R Rr-*Q,eRe-$O at infinity, 
where 6 denotes the Dirac function and I the identity tensor. Similarly for 
the Stokes equations (1.5), the fundamental velocity tensor E and pressure 
vector e are defined by 
AE-Ve= -61,V. E=Q; 
E+O,e-rO at infinity. 
(2.2) 
Both ERr, eRe and E, e can be found explicitly in the form [24] 
EReij(x) = E,(x) l-e-’ 
t 
+&Re[(l-f$)Iu-~(Iil-$) 
x (rlj-$)] .-g (F), 
1 1 
E&x)=% 
( 
mIti+3 , 
> 
eRej(n)=ej(x)=~& (i,j = 1, 2, 3), 
(2.3) 
409;110:2-I9 
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where t = (Re/2)(JxJ -AC,). It is not difficult to see from (2.3) that not only 
E,, and E are related but also their derivatives. More precisely, we have 
the following estimates: 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a constant c > 0 independent of Re such that 
holds unifbrmly in K13, for m = 0, 1, 2. Moreover, if we let 
E&x) = E(x) + BRe(x) Re (2.5) 
then, to any fixed Re, > 0 and to any compact subset 0 of [w3, there exist 
constants c,, > 0 such that 
V’“‘B,,(x)- 2 V’“‘B’“‘(x) Re’ <cc,, Re”+* Ix/-“‘+~+’ (2.6) 
v=o 
holds for 0 < Re < Re, and for all x E 0, for all non-negative integers m, n, 
where B(y’(x) is defined by 
B;‘(x) = “)‘::,.i(l-~)(i2v+3)~~+~) 
(v+2)! 2 
-(v+ +, -$,-($)I( I--$)’ lxlY (i,j= 1, 2, 3). 
(2.7) 
The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward from the representation for- 
mulas of E,, and E in (2.3). We note that from the series representation of 
( 1 - e - ‘)/t, it is easily seen that 
2 
BRe(x) = c B’“‘(x) Re’ 
I’ = 0 
and this series may be differentiated termwise. In addition it is shown in 
[4, S] that for any given M> 0, there exist constants c, > 0 such that 
I V’“‘JWI G+. I V’“‘&,(x)l 6 c, 
Remi 1 
1x1 1+m/2 + (Xll+m > 
(2.9) 
for all 1x1 >M, for m=O, 1, 2. Based on (2.8) and (2.9), the estimate (2.4) 
follows immediately. However, it is important that the constant c in (2.4) is 
independent of Re. This can be achieved by a transformation of coor- 
dinates, namely, 
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l=Rex, 
The estimate (2.4) can then be carried out from Q(t) and E(c). 
We remark that in the series (2.8), the term B(O) satisfies the equations 
(2.10) 
In the sequel, we shall denote B(O) simply by B. As will be seen, this 
property (2.10) of B is crucial for the success of the matching procedure 
c111. 
3. THE STOKES PROBLEMS 
As we mentioned before, the terms in the Stokes expansion (1.12) are 
really solutions of appropriate exterior Stokes problems. In this section, we 
shall show how these terms can be constructed by the single layer poten- 
tials. For this purpose, we consider the following linearized problem, which 
is slightly more general than the usual Stokes problem defined by (1.5), 
Au-Vp=r,V.u=O in G”; 
ll=b on P, u-+0, p-+0 asjxl+co, 
(3.1) 
where r and b are given functions. 
If the given functions r and b are sulliciently smooth, and if Y is decaying 
sufficiently rapidly at infinity, for example, 
then-in view of the Green formula-we may seek a solution of (3.1) in the 
form 
u(x)= -j 
GC 
E(x-My)dy-j aE(x-y).b(y)ds, 
I- 
+ jrEW~gb~d~y, XEGC, 
(3.2) 
p(x)= -jGce(x-y)*r(y)dy-j ae(x-y).b(y)ds, 
r 
+ e(x-v).g(Y)ds,, s xeGC. r 
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Here g is an unknown vector and will be determined by the integral 
equation of the first kind, 
J 4X-Y) .g(y) ds, =f(x), 
x E l-: 
r 
(3.3) 
wheref(x) is given by 
f(x)= j~~E(x-Y).r(Y)dY+fb(x)+ jyx-Y)~b(Yv+ (3.4) 
In these formulations, we have adapted the notation 
(dE),(x-y)=e,(x-y)ni(y)+ i (“~~~r”+““ik~-“)*k(y), 
k=l I 
(de),. (x-y) = 2 i de’~v-y’ n,(y) (i, j= 1, 2, 3). 
k=l .k 
Therefore, in this way we have reduced the Stokes problem to an 
equivalent integral equation (3.3) by the single layer potential. It is worthy 
of mention that in the case when b is a constant vector, the second integrals 
in (3.2) vanish identically. Consequently in (3.4), the corresponding 
integral equals $b. 
We observe that the functional defined by 
F=-[ gds (3.5) 
I- 
has the physical meaning of being the force exerted on the obstacle by the 
fluid [4]. 
Under certain assumptions concerning the regularity of r and b, Odqvist 
[23] (see also [21]) proved the existence of a classical solution of (3.1). 
There the solution is obtained in the form of a double layer potential, and 
the problem is reduced to an integral equation of the second kind. The uni- 
queness of a solution of (3.1) is shown in [IO]. However, we believe that to 
use the single layer potential approach provides an easier justification for 
the formal matching procedure and gives a direct physical interpretation 
such as the formulation of the force (3.5). Here the solution g of the boun- 
dary integral equation (3.3) is the hydrodynamical stress vector (up to an 
additive constant normal pressure). 
In the following we shall consider the existence and uniqueness of a 
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solution to the integral equation of the first kind (3.3). For convenience, let 
us introduce the integral operator Y defined by 
vg(xk~ E(x-y)-g(y)ds,, x E r. (3.6) 
r 
It is shown in [ 1 l] that V is a pseudo-differential operator of order - 1; 
that is, V maps the Sobolev space (H”(r))3 into (H”’ ‘(r))3 continuously 
for any real s. For pseudo-differential operators in general, we refer the 
reader to Refs. [27, 291. Moreover, Y is strongly elliptic and, therefore, 
satisfies Girding’s inequality, which is basic for the numerical treatment of 
(3.3). In this connection we refer to the work [lS, 19, 22, 28, 321. The 
following existence and uniqueness result has also been established in [ 11). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let fe (H”+1(r))3 be given such that jrf*n ds=O and let v 
be any given constant. Then the system 
vs=f, s g.nds=v I- (3.7) 
has a unique solution g E ( H”(r))3. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.2. The operator P: (W(r))3 + (HSf’(T))3 defined by 
m4 = Vg(x) + J g ( r -nds)n(x), XET, 
is continous and bijective, and hence P-’ is continuous. 
Proof: The continuity of r follows easily from that of V. We now show 
that for any given YE (H*“(r))3, the equation 
vg =j- 
has a unique solution g E (H”(ZJ)3. To this end, let 
Then clearly jrf. n ds = 0, and pg =J is equivalent to the system 
vg=f, I g*nds=v I- 
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wuth v = $7. n ds)/(s,- ds). Th e result then follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.1. 
With the existence result available for the integral equation (3.3), we are 
now in a position to discuss the Stokes expansion ( 1.12). From the 
matching procedure, we construct the .formal Stokes expansion 
q(x; Re) = qo(x) + q,(x) Re + 4Re) asRe-+O+ (3.8) 
in the following manner [ 11 J. The vector q,, is the solution of the Stokes 
problem (1.5) and admits the representation 
40(x) = i + u,(x), u,(x)= E(x-~).go(~)ds,, i 
x E G”, (3.9) 
I- 
where g, is the unique solution of the integral equation 
Vg,(x) = 4, x E I-, (3.10) 
with j,- g, . n ds = 0. The vector q1 is the solution of the inhomogeneous 
Stokes problem (1.6) but with the condition for q, at infinity replaced by 
4, -,B. s go ds as 1x1 -+ co, (3.11) r 
where B is given by (2.10) and go is the unique solution of (3.10). It is not 
difficult to see from (2.10) that q1 admits the representation 
qdx)=i B(x-y).go(y)ds,+u,(x), 
r 
u,(x)= -kc E(x-y).(uo.V)uo& (3.12) 
+ &-y)~ghW,~ s xeGC, r 
where g, is the unique solution of 
Vgl(s)=jG/(x-YHuo Wuod~-j" Bb-.Cgo(yWs,~ x E I-, 
I- 
(3.13) 
with Jr g, n ds = 0. We observe that the right-hand sides of (3.10) and 
(3.13) both satisfy the necessary condition jr j”. n ds = 0 in Lemma 3.1. 
Moreover, vgi = Vgi, i= 0, 1. In Section 5, we shall show that (3.8) is 
indeed the Stokes expansion for the exact solution of (1.1). 
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4. THE OSEEN PROBLEMS 
In order to establish the validity of the formal Stokes expansion (3.8), we 
need the regular expansion (1.8) from Finn. In particular, we need the 
representations for the Q,‘s in (1.8). Similar to (3-l), we now consider the 
linearized boundary value problem 
(A-Re-&) U-VP=p, V.U=O inG”; 
tl=p on r; U-+0, P-r0 as(x(-+co, 
(4.1) 
where p is a given function and b is a given constant vector. 
Again if the given function p is sufticiently smooth and decays to zero 
sufficiently rapidly at infinity, then we have a similar representation for the 
solution of (4.1): 
u(x)= -~~~E,,(x-Y).P(Y)~Y+~ J%&-Y)~(Y)$, XEG~, 
r 
(4.2) 
P(x)= -j XEG=. GC 4x-y)*P(y)&+ j e(x-y).$(y)ds,, I- 
Here ti is an unknown vector and is determined by the integral equation of 
the first kind, 
s Edx -Y). HY) ds, = q(x), x E r, (4.3) F 
where y(x) is given by 
q(x)= j E~x-Y).P(Y)~Y+~ (4.4) G‘c 
Under certain assumptions concerning the regularity of p, Finn [S] 
proved the existence of a classical solution of (4.1) for arbitrary Re. There 
the solution is obtained in the form of a generalized solution together with 
regularity properties from potential theory. A uniqueness theorem is 
established in [4]. 
One may also obtain an existence proof for the solution of (4.3) in the 
same manner as for (3.3). However, since we are more interested in the 
asymptotic behaviour of the solution of (4.3) for small Reynolds numbers, 
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a different approach will be employed here. To simplify the presentation, 
let us now introduce the integral operators, 
K,,~(X)~j,B,,(X-Y).~(4.)dS,, x E r, (4.6) 
and for each non-negative integer v, 
K’“‘$(x) = 
s 
B’“‘(x - y) ’ $( y) ds,, XE r. (4.7) 
r 
Here B,, and B”’ are defined by (2.5) and (2.7). We note that from the 
property of E,, in (2.5), we have the relation 
VRe$= V$+ReK,,+. (4.8) 
The following lemma then follows easily from Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. For given functions cp E (H”+‘(f))3 with jr cp. n ds=O, the 
system 
V,,#=q,J:$.nds=O (4.9) 
is equivalent to the integral equation of the second kind, 
t,b + Re t-‘K,,$ = 8-l~. (4.10) 
To ensure the existence and uniqueness for a solution of (4.10), we need 
the following estimates. 
LEMMA 4.2. The operators Kz K(O) and K,, are both pseudo-dyferential 
operators of order -2, and to any fixed Re, > 0, there exists a constant K 
such that 
II K.d II (w+qr))3 d K II * II (w(r))3 
and 
It K,, CCI - W II (Hs+3(r))3 G ~c Re II (1/ II cHscrjJ3 
for 0 < Re < Re, and for all ti E ( HS(r))3. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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Proof: Expanding the kernels B’“’ in the local representations of KC”) as 
in [ 111, we find that they are pseudo-homogeneous of order v-modulo 
certain polynomials of degree v-and therefore, the corresponding integral 
operators are pseudo-differential operators of order -v - 2. [27]. Hence 
KRe is a pseudo-differential operator of order - 2. The estimates (4.11) and 
(4.12) are then easy consequences of (2.6). 
Now from Lemmas 3.2 and 4.2, it is clear that 
Re P’K,,: (H”(r))3 -+ (H”(r))3 
is a strict contraction map for sufficiently small Re, and that the solution of 
(4.10) can be constructed with the Neumann series. More precisely, we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let cp E ( HS + 1(r))3 be given. Then for Re sufficiently small, 
the integral equation of the second kind (4.10) has a unique solution 
Ic/ E W(f). Furthermore, the error estimate 
Ii 
II/ - f (- 1)” ( P-‘KRe)’ P-‘cpRe” 
I’ = 0 (fwr)F 
d IcRe”+’ II r-“p lI(HT(r))3 (4.13) 
holds for each n with K being a constant independent of Re. 
Now let us construct the regular expansion (1.8) due to Finn [S] for 
n = 2. That is, we consider 
q(x; Re) = i + Q,(x; Re) + Q,(x; Re) + O(Re*) as Re-tO+ 
uniformly in G’, where Q, and Q2 are the solutions of the corresponding 
Oseen problems (1.9) and (1.10). According to the representation (4.2), we 
seek Q, and Q, in the form 
Pl(x;Re)=j ERe(x-y).$,(y)dsy, xeGC, (4.14) 
I- 
and 
Q2(x; Re)= -Re j E&-Y).(Q,.V) Q, dy 
cc 
+ jr&,(x-~bh(~) ds,, XEG=. (4.15) 
Here I/I~ and +!I* are the unique solutions of the integral equations 
v,,$,(x) = 4 x E r, (4.16) 
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with lrIC/, .nds=O, and 
~‘R<~$z(-~) = Re j,, E,,(s -y) . (Q, .V) Q, 4, I E I-, (4.17) 
with jr I++~. n & = 0. The right-hand sides of (4.16) and (4.17) both satisfy 
the necessary condition Jr cp. n ds= 0 in Lemma 4.1. 
We emphasize that the solutions of these integral equations not only 
yield the velocity and the pressure but also yield the force exerted on the 
obstacle by the fluid [4] in a simple form: 
F= -i $, ds-/ $zds+O(Re2) as Re-+O+. (4.18) 
I- r 
It is understood that corresponding expansions (1.8) for the derivatives of 
the velocity and for the pressure are available [S]. Then by using the 
definition of the force (1.2), we arrive at (4.18). As will be seen in Section 5, 
on the basis of (4.18), we are able to establish Theorem 2. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC DEVELOPMENT 
To establish Theorems 1 and 2, we shall proceed in the same manner as 
in [ 14, 15, 171. The essential idea is to expand each term in the regular 
Oseen expansion (1.8) with respect to Re and to obtain an asymptotic 
expansion for the exact solution of the Navier-Stokes problem (1.1). The 
resulting expansion will be shown to be identical with the Stokes expansion 
(3.8) from the matching procedure. 
First we need some asymptotic estimates. These will be collected in the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u0 = q0 - i and Q, be the velocity fields given by (3.9) 
and (4.14), respectively. Then .for Re sufficiently small, there exists a con- 
stant 2 > 0 independent of Re such that 
1 Q,(x; Re) - uO(x)/ < ,J min 
(5.1) 
hold uniformly in G”. 
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Proof. From (3.9) and (4.14), we see that for x E G”, 
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and 
where g, and I,$, are the unique solutions of the integral equations (3.10) 
and (4.16), respectively. It is natural to consider first the estimates for the 
density functions go and ti,. From Lemma 4.1, it follows that (4.16) is 
equivalent to 
with 40~ = -i. Since ‘pl E C@(r) = n,Y H”(T), it follows from Lemma 4.3 and 
from the Sobolev imbedding theorem [l] into spaces of continuous and 
Holder continuous functions that 
Ill/l(X)\ d K, 1$1(x) -go(x)\ <K Re, x E I-, (5.2) 
and for O<CY< 1, 
IC~~~~~-~~~~~l-C~~~y~-~o(y~ll~~~~I~-~I”, x, y E r. (5.3) 
Here we have tacitly used the fact that go = 8-l~~ from Lemma 3.2. 
Now the estiamtes (5.1) are easy consequences of (5.2), (5.3), and (2.4), 
(2.9) for the fundamental velocity tensors E and ERe. This can be seen as 
follows: From (5.2) and (2.4), we have 
IQlkRe)-uo(x)ld ~~CE,,(x-y)--E(x-y)l.Il,,(y)ds, 
+ srE(x-Y)~ c$I(Y)-gdY)l ds, 
<I Re, XEGC, 
and correspondingly, from (5.3) and (2.4), 
IVQl(x;Re)-Vu,(x)1 <~fi, xeGC. 
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Then we use the estimates (2.9) for E and E,, at infinity, and obtain (see 
C4,81) 
A 
I %(X)l d j-$ 
A 
I Q,(x; Re)l Q> 
(5.4) 
A l/2 
I Vuo(x)l d (x12, IVQ,k Re)l <A $+&) 
for large ) x 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
The next lemma is concerned with the estimates for the volume poten- 
tials in the representations (3.13) for q1 and (4.15) for Qz. It is due to these 
terms that the unexpected O(Re* In Re-‘) appears in the expansions (1.12) 
and (1.13). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 0 < c1< 1 and let 0 be any compact subset of @. Then 
for Re sujj?ciently small, there exists a constant 1> 0 independent of Re such 
that 
IIJ Gc ERA. -Y). (QI .V) QI~Y 
- 
I 
E(. -y). (u,*V) u. dy 
II 
<ARelnRe-‘. (5.5) 
GE (c’+‘(B))3 
For a Holder continuously differentiable function v E (C’ + “(0))3, we 
define [ I] 
Proof: By the triangle inequality, we have 
Ed. -~).(Q,-v,Q,dl.-j~~E(. -Y)%W~Y~~ 
cc’ +v 
d 
iv GC 
[IE,d. -Y) - Et. -1~11. @I .V) QI & (c,+zl~ 
II 
+ jGcH. -v,.([Q, -uol.V) Q,dv 
II II (cl+*)3 
+ jGCW -Y).( 
II 
uo.WQ, -4 4 
/I (c’+zp 
=I, +I,+I,. 
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To estimate each Ii, i = 1, 2, 3, we divide the region G” into the exterior and 
interior of a sphere of radius M > ,U > 0. 
For II, we first consider 
J IYI b M I~~e(x-~)-~(x-y)llQl(y;~e)lIVQl(y;Re)l dy 
Here we have used the estimates (2.4) and (5.4). Similarly, we can show 
that 
1 IVlm)~Re(~-~)-V(xm’~(~-~)llQI(~; Re)ll VQl(u; Re)l 4 IYI > M 
< 4~) Re, 1x1 <p, for m= 1,2, 
and 
1 ~V~~,“,ER,(X-Y)-VVI;“‘E(X-Y)I lQl( Y; Re)l IVQl(y; Re)l dy .VEGC 
1.~1 -= M 
< CA2 Re s 1 lYl<M lx-Yl” 4 
6 4~) Re, 1x1 <p, for m=O, 1,2. 
The terms Z2 and I, can be treated by the estimates (2.9) and (5.1) in the 
same way as for I, in the region 1 y I> M. In the region where y E G” and 
1 y ) -C M, since the densities of these volume potentials are bounded by Re, 
we have [12] 
iii 
Et. -VI. (CQI -uol *V) QI & d;1Re yEGC 
IYI -=z M iI 
(c’+q 
and 
EC. -Y). (~o.v)lIQ, -4 4 
I/ 
<LRe. 
IYI -= M (c’+Qy 
409/l IO/Z-20 
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With the estimates of these lemmas available, we are now in a position 
to prove Theorem I. The first part of Theorem 1, namely (1.1 1 ), follows 
immediately from (5.1) and the estimates of Finn in (1.8). Hence it remains 
only to establish (1.12). 
Again we begin with the estimates for the density functions (1/, and Ic/? in 
(4.16) and (4.17), each of which is equivalent to the integral equation of the 
second kind (4.10) with an appropriate q. From Lemma 4.3 together with 
Lemma 4.2 and with the help of the Sobolev imbedding theorem [I], we 
arrive at the estimate 
1$,(-x)- Ig,(x)+$l(~)~ell G<Re*, x E r. (5.6) 
Here I/I; = -Pm ‘Kg,, and g, is the unique solution of the integral equation 
(3.10). Similarly for 1,9~, we have, from Lemma 4.3, 
+K> Re Ed. -y).(Q,.V) QI~Y 
- ^ E(. -y).(u,.V)u,dy 
J CC II (H’ +yrjp 
Because of (C’ + =’ (~))3~(H’+“(f))3forO<cx<cc’<1 [l,p.225], wecon- 
elude from Lemma 5.2 that 
where 
I//;= p- ’ S,‘E(. -y).(u,.v)u,dy). 
From (5.7), the continuity of V yields 
Et. -Y) CIc1Ay) - til(~) Rel ds, < K Re2 In Re - ’ 
(H’+yr)$ 
and clearly, we may also obtain the estimate on any sphere containing f. 
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In order to obtain the corresponding estimate in the annular region we use 
the results in [21, 303. The Sobolev imbedding theorem then implies that 
/I 
E(x-y).[ll/,(y)-~:(y)Re]ds, <ARe*lnRe-‘, (5.8) 
r 
uniformly on any compact subset of ?!?. 
We note that from the definitions of Ic/: and II/i, the unique solution g, of 
the integral equation (3.13) can be rewritten in the form 
g,=v?+II/:. (5.9) 
With this relation, it is not difficult to see that for any compact subset 0 of 
F, 
I[i+ QI(x; Re) + Q2(x; ReIl - Cdx) + q,(x) Rell 
< 
I! 
CERE(x-Y)-E(x-y)-B(X-y)Rel.\C/,(y)ds, I- 
f lrE(x-y). [~I(Y)-g,(y)-~f(y)Rel ds, 
+ Re 
ij 
@X-Y). C$l(Y 
I 
)-go(y)1 ds., 
+ Re E,+(x-Y) (Q, .V)Q,dy-~~~~(x-y).(u,.V)u,dyj 
I P 
+I?r[ERc(~-)i)-E(~-~)l.~*(~)d~,” 
<A Re’ln Re-’ as Re+O+ 
uniformly on 0, if one uses the estimates in Lemma 2.1, (5.6), (SS), and 
(5.8). This completes the proof of Theorem 1, if in addition (1.8) is 
employed. 
To derive the formula for the force (1.13), we see, from (5.6), (5.7) and 
(5.9), that 
IlC~~+~21-C~~+g~~~111~~~~~~~d~~~2~~~~~1, (5.10) 
where t,kI and $z are the solutions of (4.16) and (4.17), while g, and g, are 
the solutions of (3.10) and (3.13). This together with (4.18) yields that the 
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force exerted on the obstacle by the fluid admits the asymptotic represen- 
tation 
F= -I^,ad-~r g, dsRe+O(Re’In Re ‘1 asRe-+O+. (5.1 I ) 
Therefore, Theorem 2 is established if we identify that 
A,= -1 gods, A,= - g,ds. I (5.12) I- r 
A formula similar to (5.11), based on the formal matching procedure, has 
been obtained by Brenner and Cox [3] in terms of the so-called Stokes 
resistance tensor. 
To conclude the paper, we would like to mention that the results in this 
paper can be easily extended to the case of an inhomogeneous boundary 
condition in ( 1.1 ), 
9 = 4: on r, 
as in the two-dimensional case [17], if we require that the function q$ be 
independent of Re and satisfy the zero outflux condition 
5 q: . n ds = 0. r 
Here we may, for example, include the case of the translation as well as the 
rotation of a sphere in the flow and justify the results in [26]. The details 
will be given in a subsequent paper. 
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